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Abstract The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a discontinuous, zonal precipitation band that
plays a crucial role in the global hydrological cycle. Previous studies using prescribed sea surface
temperature (SST) aquaplanets show the ITCZ is sensitive to convective mixing, but such a framework is
energetically inconsistent. Studies also show that atmosphere‐ocean coupling reduces the sensitivity of
the ITCZ to hemispherically asymmetric forcing. We investigate the effect of atmosphere‐ocean coupling on
the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing using an idealized modeling framework with an
Ekman‐driven ocean energy transport (OET). Coupling reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ location to
convective mixing due to SST changes. In prescribed‐SST simulations reducing convective mixing promotes
a double ITCZ, while in coupled simulations, it increases the meridional SST gradient which promotes an
equatorward ITCZ shift. Prescribing OET in additional experiments has a minimal effect on the sensitivity of
the ITCZ location to mixing but does increase the sensitivity of the ITCZ intensity by constraining the
net‐downward surface energy flux. Decreasing convective mixing increases net‐downward shortwave
cloudy‐sky radiation associated with increased latent heat fluxes and an intensified ITCZ. For simulations
analyzed the atmospheric energy input framework is inadequate to study ITCZ dynamics due to the
contribution of transient eddies to the atmospheric energy transport. Prescribing SST or OET may
strengthen the sensitivity of the ITCZ to a change in parameterization or atmospheric forcing. Future
modeling studies investigating the precipitation response to such changes should be aware of the potential
sensitivity of their results to atmosphere‐ocean interactions.

Plain Language Summary The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a discontinuous
tropical rainfall band with over three billion livelihoods dependent on its seasonal cycle. However,
even the latest state‐of‐the‐art climate models poorly simulate the real‐world ITCZ. Previous modeling
studies which fix sea surface temperatures and have no land show that the ITCZ is sensitive to the model's
representation of deep clouds. However, it is yet to be determined whether ocean dynamics that are
influenced by the atmosphere removes this sensitivity.
In this study we couple the atmosphere to an ocean model with a circulation that depends on near‐surface
winds. Through doing so we highlight that interactions between the atmosphere and ocean reduce
changes in ITCZ location when varying the representation of deep clouds. This is predominately
associated with sea surface temperature changes rather than changes in ocean circulation. However,
fixing the ocean circulation and only allowing sea surface temperatures to vary, can cause different
changes in ITCZ intensity when changing the representation of deep clouds. We therefore highlight that
fixing either sea surface temperatures or the ocean circulation can affect how the ITCZ responds to
changes in model design.

1. Introduction

The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a discontinuous zonal precipitation belt with some of the hea-
viest rainfall observed on Earth. Modeling tropical rainfall is one of the greatest challenges faced in climate
science (Bush et al., 2015; Sperber et al., 2013). Most coupled general circulation models (GCMs) overesti-
mate zonal‐mean, time‐mean tropical precipitation (De Szoeke & Xie, 2008; Lin, 2007). In the real world a
single precipitation maximum is observed in the Northern Hemisphere along with a broader, weaker preci-
pitation peak in the Southern Hemisphere. Meanwhile, the latest coupled GCMs simulate similar tropical
precipitation maxima in each hemisphere (Lin, 2007; Tian & Dong, 2020). This bias is commonly known
as the “double ITCZ bias”; it is associated with a positive precipitation bias in the South Pacific
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Convergence Zone and a rainfall band in each hemisphere across the Central and East Pacific (Hwang &
Frierson, 2013; Lin, 2007; Oueslati & Bellon, 2015; Tian & Dong, 2020). Atmospheric models are thought
to be the dominant cause of the double ITCZ bias, as it remains in prescribed sea surface temperature
(SST) atmosphere‐only simulations (Lin, 2007). The bias in rainfall asymmetry in a coupled GCM can also
be predicted from the hemispheric asymmetry in net‐downward surface energy flux in the corresponding
atmosphere‐only configuration (Mobis & Stevens, 2012; Xiang et al., 2017).

1.1. Modeling Studies

The simulated ITCZ is sensitive to the representation of convection across a hierarchy of models (Bacmeister
et al., 2006; Bush et al., 2015; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Song & Zhang, 2018; Zhang & Wang, 2006). In parti-
cular, the ITCZ is sensitive to convective mixing (Bush et al., 2015; Mobis & Stevens, 2012; Talib et al., 2018).
Increased mixing reduces the systematic double ITCZ bias in both atmosphere‐only and coupled GCMs
(Chikira, 2010; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Terray, 1998). The double ITCZ bias in CMIP3 (Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 3) simulations has been associated with weak convective mixing across sub-
sidence regions (Hirota et al., 2011). However, increasing convective mixing can also lead to too much pre-
cipitation in convergence zones (Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Song & Zhang, 2018), as mixing suppresses
convection in drier environments and increases the moisture flux from subsidence regions into convergence
zones (Bush et al., 2015; Klingaman & Woolnough, 2014; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Terray, 1998; Wang
et al., 2007).

In full GCMs complex surface characteristics and boundary conditions including orography, land‐sea
contrasts, and SST gradients make it challenging to understand the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective
mixing (Bush et al., 2015; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013). Even in the absence of complex surface conditions,
prescribed‐SST aquaplanet simulations illustrate a sensitivity of the ITCZ to mixing (Mobis &
Stevens, 2012; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Peatman et al., 2018; Talib et al., 2018). Increasing mixing reduces
the moist static energy (MSE) difference between a convective plume, determined by the boundary layer
MSE, and the free‐troposphere. This increases the minimum boundary layer MSE required for deep convec-
tion thereby favoring a single rather than double ITCZ. In a prescribed‐SST modelling framework, the
requirement of greater boundary layer MSE for deep convection results in an equatorward contraction of
the ITCZ (Talib et al., 2018).

However, prescribed‐SST simulations are energetically inconsistent and prohibit atmosphere‐ocean cou-
pling, such that SSTs cannot respond to changes in surface forcing associated with ITCZ shifts. One solution
to this problem, used by several studies, is to couple the atmosphere to a slab ocean with a prescribed ocean
energy transport (OET) (Merlis et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2014; Wei & Bordoni, 2018). However, while a
slab ocean configuration with a prescribed OET is energetically consistent, it lacks a dynamic ocean response
to changes in surface heat and momentum forcing. Previous studies show that the ocean circulation
response to changes in atmospheric circulation reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ to hemispherically asym-
metric forcings (Green & Marshall, 2017; Hawcroft et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2018; Kay et al., 2016; Tomas
et al., 2016). Atmosphere‐ocean coupling also reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing in
the full GCM configuration of CNRM‐CM5 (Oueslati & Bellon, 2013). Oueslati and Bellon (2013) propose
that the reduced sensitivity is associated with coupled atmosphere‐ocean feedbacks but do not hypothesize
which processes are important. In this study we develop an idealized atmosphere‐ocean coupledmodel, with
an interactive OET based on the meridional Ekman‐driven ocean circulation, to quantify the effect of
atmosphere‐ocean coupling on the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing. Previous studies that have
coupled the atmosphere to an idealized ocean model that resolves the Ekman circulation simulate a double
ITCZ associated with equatorial upwelling and a local equatorial SST minimum (Codron, 2012; Pike, 1971).
This is the first aquaplanet study to investigate a sensitivity of the ITCZ to an atmospheric process or forcing
in such a modeling framework. We hypothesize that coupling will substantially reduce the sensitivity of the
ITCZ to convective mixing, as previous studies show that atmosphere‐ocean coupling reduces the ITCZ
response to hemispheric asymmetric forcing (Green & Marshall, 2017).

1.2. Atmospheric Energy Framework

Literature based on a hierarchy of models, as well as reanalyses and observations, concludes that ITCZ char-
acteristics, including its location, structure, and width, are associated with meridional variations in
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atmospheric energy input (AEI) and the associated atmospheric energy transport (AET) (Adam et al., 2016;
Bischoff & Schneider, 2014, 2016; Byrne & Schneider, 2016b, Byrne et al., 2018; Donohoe et al., 2013;
Frierson & Hwang, 2012; Kang, 2020; Kang et al., 2008). AEI is the net energy input to the atmosphere
and is defined as

½AEI � ¼ ½SW �þ½LW �þ½H � (1)

where [ ] and denote the zonally averaged and time‐averaged value respectively, SW and LW denote the
net atmospheric heating from shortwave and longwave radiation respectively, and H denotes the atmo-
spheric heating from surface sensible and latent heat fluxes. Bischoff and Schneider (2014) and Bischoff
and Schneider (2016) developed a quantitative, diagnostic framework that relates the latitude of a single
or double ITCZ to the cross‐equatorial AET and equatorial AEI (AEI0). A single ITCZ is associated with
a positive AEI0 and a double ITCZ is associated with a negative AEI0 (Bischoff & Schneider, 2016).
Stronger negative AEI0 shifts a double ITCZ poleward. A key assumption in the AEI framework is that
the meridional MSE flux is primarily controlled by the mean tropical circulation. It should also be noted
that Bischoff and Schneider (2014) and Bischoff and Schneider (2016) only validate their framework in
slab ocean simulations with a prescribed OET. In this study we investigate the validity of that assumption
in our idealized simulations, particularly whether an AEI framework should be used to understand the
sensitivity of the ITCZ structure to the representation of convection in a coupled atmosphere‐ocean mod-
eling configuration.

In this study, section 2 introduces the idealized atmosphere‐ocean coupledmodeling framework (section 2.1)
and the simulations employed in this study (section 2.2). Section 3.1 describes the simulated characteristics
of the tropical atmosphere and ocean when using the idealized coupled model. Section 3.2 discusses the sen-
sitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing in coupled simulations. Due to substantial mean‐state changes
when coupling, prescribed‐SST simulations are performed with SSTs from interactive‐OET simulations.
Prescribed‐SST simulations and prescribed‐OET simulations are discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respec-
tively. Sections 4 and 5 end this study with discussion and conclusions.

2. Methodology

In this study the U.K. Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) Global Atmosphere 6.0 (GA6.0) at N96 resolution
(1.25° latitude × 1.875° longitude) is coupled to an idealized two‐layer ocean model. The atmospheric model
is the same as in the prescribed‐SST experiments in Talib et al. (2018). The idealized ocean model, similar to
the “2‐layer Ekman scheme” in Codron (2012), reproduces the structure of an Ekman‐driven circulation, is
computationally cheaper than coupling the atmosphere to a full dynamical oceanmodel, and is energetically
consistent. It is also easier to understand the effect of the wind‐driven circulation in the idealized modeling
framework compared to fully coupled models, in which partitioning the effect of different ocean circulation
components is nontrivial. In this section we introduce the design of the coupled modeling framework (sec-
tion 2.1) and the experiments performed (section 2.2).

2.1. Coupled Atmosphere‐Ocean Modeling Framework

A modeling framework is developed in which GA6.0 is coupled to an idealized zonally averaged axisym-
metric two‐layer ocean model with an Ekman‐driven circulation. In the tropics the majority of meridional
OET is associated with the Ekman‐driven ocean circulation (Codron, 2012; Levitus, 1987). Surface frictional
stress slows near‐surface atmospheric winds, which leads to a poleward or equatorward near‐surface Ekman
mass flux for easterly or westerly winds, respectively (Schneider, 2018). The top layer of the two‐layer ocean
model (subscript m) represents the ocean mixed layer, while the bottom layer (subscript d) represents the
deep ocean. The zonal‐mean zonal surface wind stress (τx, kg m

−1 s−2) determines the zonally averaged mer-
idional Ekman ocean current in the mixed layer (vek_m, m s−1):

vekm ¼ −½τx �
ρfHm

(2)

where ρ is a fixed density (1030 kgm−3), f is the Coriolis parameter (rad s−1), [ ] represents the zonally
averaged value, and Hm is a fixed ocean mixed layer depth (30 m). Within ±2.5° latitude of the equator,
f at 2.5° latitude is prescribed to ensure that vek_m is not unrealistically large. Due to mass conservation
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the near‐surface oceanic Ekman mass flux is associated with an overturning ocean circulation with a
return flow at depth (Schott et al., 2004). Hence, the deep‐layer mass flux (vek_d) is computed as follows:

vekd ¼ −vekm
Hm

Hd
(3)

where Hd is the depth of the deep ocean layer (970m). The meridional Ekman‐driven currents are calcu-
lated at the cell centers. Meridional Ekman currents at the cell boundaries are given using the average
Ekman current at the two cell centers either side of the boundary (Figure 1):

v
i þ 1

2
ek ¼ 1

2
ðvi þ 1

ek þ viekÞ (4)

where vek_m and vek_d are zero at the poles. The vertical zonally averaged Ekman‐driven current (wek, m s−1)
is calculated using the meridional divergence (∂y) of vekm:

wek ¼ ∂yðvek_mÞHm (5)

All calculations are performed in spherical coordinates. The vertical and meridional Ekman currents are
then multiplied by the up‐current temperature to calculate the associated heat fluxes. The temperature
tendencies at each grid point are calculated using the meridional divergence of the horizontal heat flux
(−∂yðvek_mTmÞ, −∂yðvek_dTdÞ; later shown in 6 and 7) and the vertical heat flux divided by the layer depth

(
wekT∗

Hm
,
wekT∗

Hd
; also shown in 6 and 7).

After developing a zonally averaged ocean model with an Ekman‐driven circulation, it became evident that
additional terms were required to maintain a realistic Earth‐like ocean state. As a result, three additional
components are imposed to the temperature tendencies of the mixed and deep ocean layers:

Figure 1. Schematic (not to scale) of the numerical scheme used for the two‐layer ocean model. Grid points are denoted
by filled circles. Ocean cell boundaries, where heat fluxes are computed, are denoted by black double‐pointed arrows.
The atmosphere‐ocean boundary is denoted by double‐pointed red arrows. Hm and Hd denote the mixed‐ and deep‐layer
depths, respectively.
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• ∂yðPHTmÞ
ρCpHm

and
∂yðPHTdÞ
ρCpHd

‐ The divergence of a prescribed heat transport (PHTm and PHTd, W m−1,

Figure 2a) to maintain a realistic equator‐to‐pole temperature gradient and represent missing dynamical
features such as barotropic gyres and large‐scale density currents. Cp is a fixed specific heat capacity
(4000 J kg−1 K−1). The negative of the meridional divergence of PHT (Figure 2b, Wm−2), which is only
substantial poleward of 25° latitude, is referred to as the “prescribed extratropical q flux” using similar ter-
minology as Voigt et al. (2016). The prescribed extratropical qfluxwarms the high latitudes (> 50° latitude)
and cools the subtropics (25° to 50°), while having a minimal effect in the deep tropics (< 25° latitude).

• C∗ðTd − TmÞ
ρCpHm

and
C∗ðTd − TmÞ

ρCpHd
‐ Vertical mixing to represent either convective overturning or weak

vertical diffusion. This is imposed because in initial experiments at high latitudes, SSTs cooled more
rapidly than the deep ocean. If Td is greater than Tm, then vertical mixing behaves like convection and
rapidly reduces the vertical temperature gradient. If however Tm is greater than Td, then mixing acts like
vertical diffusion. Amixing coefficient (C∗, WK−1 m−2), defined as 100.0 or 0.001 for upward (convection)
or downward (diffusion) vertical mixing, respectively, is used to scale the heat transport associated with
each process.

• D∂yyTd ‐ A weak horizontal eddy diffusion in the deep ocean, where D is 1.0 m2 s−1, to remove any sharp
horizontal temperature gradients.

The final temperature tendency equations for the mixed and deep ocean layers are

∂Tm

∂t
¼ −∂yðvekmTmÞþwekT∗

Hm
þ 1
ρCp

½Fnet �
Hm

−
∂yðPHTmÞ

Hm
þ C∗ðTd − TmÞ

Hm

� �
(6)

∂Td

∂t
¼ −∂yðvekdTdÞ−wekT∗

Hd
−

1
ρCp

∂yðPHTdÞ
Hd

−
C∗ðTd − TmÞ

Hd

� �
þ D∂yyTd (7)

Figure 2. Prescribed (a) northward meridional ocean energy transport (PHT, Wm−1) and (b) extratropical q flux (−1 ×∂y
(PHT), Wm−2) in interactive‐OET and prescribed‐OET simulations (Table 1). Blue and green dashed lines denote
mixed and deep ocean layers respectively. The black line denotes the sum of both layers.
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where [Fnet] is the zonal‐mean net‐downward surface energy flux
(Wm−2) and T∗ the up‐current temperature.

MetUM GA6.0 is coupled to the ocean using the Ocean Atmosphere Sea
Ice Soil (OASIS) coupler (Valcke et al., 2013). Variables passed from the
atmosphere to the ocean include surface energy and momentum flux
components, and precipitation. Tm is passed to GA6.0 as the SST. The
ocean model is run with an hourly time step.

To spin up the ocean model efficiently, “accelerated coupling” is used. Between atmosphere‐ocean
exchanges, the ocean model is integrated for thirty hours and the atmosphere is integrated for three hours.
Accelerated coupling reduces computational cost by reducing the computational time required for the ocean
to equilibrate, without affecting the conclusions in this study.

To achieve appropriate initial conditions for coupled experiments, we perform a spin‐up simulation using
accelerated coupling. The simulation uses the default MetUM GA6.0 configuration. It is initialized from
an equilibrated prescribed‐SST aquaplanet simulation with equatorial insolation and a “Qobs” SST profile
(Neale & Hoskins, 2001a). After 10 years of atmospheric simulation (100 years of oceanic simulation), the
tropical meridional SST structure and vertical temperature gradient remain similar with time (not shown).
However, the global‐mean ocean temperature continues to warm. The equilibratedmodel state is much war-
mer than observed SSTs with an average tropical SST of approximately 31°C. SSTs are most realistic to the
real world after 15 years of atmospheric simulation. To achieve an Earth‐like SST profile and restrict
global‐mean SST increases, we prescribe a spatially and temporally uniform surface energy flux correction
of 4Wm−2 to all subsequent simulations which are initialized from the end of this 15 year spin‐up simula-
tion. Using a prescribed energy flux correction permits changes in SST in response to atmospheric physics
changes, is energetically consistent, and produces a more realistic equilibrium SST profile.

2.2. Design of Interactive‐OET Simulations

To explore the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing in an idealized atmosphere‐ocean coupled mod-
eling framework (section 2.1), we perform three coupled simulations varying the lateral entrainment (ϵ) and
detrainment (dm) rates for deep‐level convection (Table 1) in the MetUM:

ϵ ¼ 4:5f dp
pðzÞρðzÞg

p2∗
(8)

dm ¼ 3:0ð1 − RHÞϵ (9)

Both ϵ and dm are given as a fractional mixing rate per unit length (m−1). In 8 and 9, p and p∗ are pressure
and surface pressure (Pa); ρ is density (kg m−3); g is gravitational acceleration (m s−2); fdp is a constant with a
default value of 1.13; and RH is relative humidity. We control ϵ and dm by scaling fdp to 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 times
the default value: 0.57 (C0.57), 1.13 (C1.13), and 1.70 (C1.70). For each simulation 20 atmospheric years of
accelerated coupling is followed by 10 atmospheric years of “normal” steady‐state simulation. An equili-
brated ocean state is achieved in all simulations during the first 20 years of accelerated coupling. The final
5 years of the steady‐state simulation are analyzed unless stated otherwise. Coupled simulations with an
interactive Ekman‐driven q flux are referred to as “interactive‐OET” simulations.

We also investigate the effect of atmosphere‐ocean coupling on the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mix-
ing by performing and analysing prescribed‐SST and prescribed‐OET simulations. These are discussed in
more detail in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Climatology of Coupled Simulation

Before discussing the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing, we first describe the mean‐state climate in
an interactive‐OET simulation where fdp equals 1.13. C1.13 produces a double ITCZ associated with an equa-
torial local SST minimum and a negative AEI0 of approximately −60Wm−2 (Figure 3). Easterly zonal wind
stresses drive a poleward upper‐ocean mass flux, leading to equatorial upwelling and an SST minimum.

Table 1
Interactive‐OET Coupled Simulations

Simulation fdp Ekman‐driven q flux

C0.57 0.57 Interactive
C1.13 1.13 Interactive
C1.70 1.70 Interactive
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Cooler equatorial SSTs decrease the boundary layer MSE (Figure 4b), restricting equatorial convection and
promoting a double ITCZ. Negative AEI0 is associated with an equatorward AET across low latitudes
(Figure 5a).

Figure 5 illustrates components of AET and OET in C1.13. By design the meridional tropical ocean energy
flux is dominated by transport associated with the Ekman‐driven circulation (Figure 5b). Further analysis
reveals OET is primarily associated with the time‐mean Ekman‐driven circulation (not shown).
Partitioning AET into mean and eddy components highlights that eddies dominate low‐latitude equator-
ward AET (Figure 5a). While the mass meridional stream function shows equatorial subsidence throughout
the troposphere (Figure 4b), the mean circulation plays a minimal role in low‐latitude equatorward AET
(Figure 5a). Partitioning the eddy‐associated AET into dry static and latent energy components highlights
equatorward AET is dominated by transient eddies transporting latent energy. From further analysis
(not shown) these transient eddies are concluded to be westward propagating disturbances with a phase
speed of approximately 4 to 8 m s−1. The eddy‐associated latent heat flux is substantial between 900 and
200 hPa, with a negligible flux in the boundary layer. The eddy‐associated equatorial moisture convergence
is balanced by moisture divergence by the mean circulation resulting in minimal equatorial precipitation.
Eddies in C1.13 play a greater role in determining tropical AET than eddies in prescribed‐SST simulations
with a similar negative AEI0 (Talib et al., 2018). The greater role for eddies in C1.13 is due to a strong equa-
torial SST minimum and substantial meridional moisture gradients.

The contribution of eddies to tropical AET in C1.13 reveals that the double ITCZ location cannot always
be approximated from the equatorial zonal‐mean, time‐mean atmospheric energy flux (Bischoff &
Schneider, 2016). In other words, C1.13 illustrates that a double ITCZ is not always associated with an
equatorward AET by the mean circulation. Previous studies have also highlighted the contribution of total
AET from transient eddies. Byrne and Schneider (2016b) concluded that atmospheric eddies affect ITCZ
width, while Xiang et al. (2018) showed a strong atmospheric transient eddy response when imposing
shortwave radiative forcing across the Southern Ocean or southern tropics. It should also be noted
that the balance between the diagnosed AEI and total AET does not hold locally in the MetUM

Figure 3. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean tropical (a) precipitation (mm day−1); (b) AEI (Wm−2); (c) ocean temperatures (°C), where solid lines denote SSTs and dashed
lines denote deep‐layer ocean temperatures; and (d) zonal (solid) and meridional (dashed) surface wind stresses (N m−2) in C0.57 (orange), C1.13 (blue),
and C1.70 (black).
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(Figure 5a). Possible reasons for this were discussed in Talib et al. (2018); the local imbalance does not
affect conclusions in this study.

3.2. Sensitivity of ITCZ to Convective Mixing

This section discusses the sensitivity of the ITCZ to fdp in interactive‐OET simulations (Table 1). As in C1.13,
C0.57 and C1.70 produce a double ITCZ (Figures 3a and 4) associated with negative AEI0 (Figure 3b).
Decreasing fdp intensifies the ITCZ, defined as the maximum tropical precipitation rate, expands the ITCZ
poleward, and warms tropical SSTs (Figures 3a and 3c).

The sensitivity of tropical SSTs to fdp is investigated by partitioning the globally integrated net‐downward sur-
face energy flux into clear‐sky and cloudy‐sky radiative fluxes and surface turbulent fluxes throughout the
entire simulation, including the accelerated coupling period (Figure 6a). Initially, a greater net‐downward
surface energyflux of 5Wm−2 is simulated inC0.57 compared toC1.70 due to differences in cloudy‐sky radia-
tion (Figure 6a). Below approximately 500 hPa, decreasing fdp increases downward SW cloudy‐sky radiation
(filled contours in Figure 6b) associated with decreased cloud‐ice and cloud‐liquid concentrations in convec-
tive regions (filled and lined contours, respectively, in Figure 6c). Decreased fdp is associated with increased
plume buoyancy and less lower‐ and middle‐tropospheric moisture detrainment from convective plumes.
At lower fdp, more convective plumes reach the tropopause, where forced detrainment moistens the upper
troposphere. This increase in downward SW cloudy‐sky radiation is greater than the decrease associated with
increased upper‐tropospheric (approximately 150 hPa) cloud fraction and cloud ice (Figures 6b and 6c).
Other components of the net‐downward surface energy flux respond on longer timescales and eventually
counteract the initial decrease in net‐downward surface energy flux (Figure 6a). The steady‐state ocean heat
content is achieved when changes in other surface energy flux components balance the cloudy‐sky radiation
changes. The increase in mean tropical SST when decreasing fdp increases total MSE across the
tropics (Figure 4). The mean circulation is more efficient at transporting MSE at lower fdp due to a deeper
mean circulation rather than an increased MSE difference between the boundary layer and upper tropo-
sphere (not shown).

Similar to the argument proposed for atmosphere‐only simulations (Talib et al., 2018), reducing fdp decreases
the minimum boundary layer MSE needed for deep convection, encouraging convection over cooler SSTs

Figure 4. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean mass meridional stream function (kg s−1) (line contours), and moist static energy
(J kg−1) (filled contours) for (a) C0.57, (b) C1.13, and (c) C1.70. Line contours are in intervals of 5 ×1010, with dashed
and dotted contours representing negative and zero values, respectively. Positive stream function values indicate
clockwise circulation. Maximum magnitude of the mass meridional stream function in the SH and NH (×1010) is shown
in the title of each panel.
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and broadening the ITCZ. This argument for why the ITCZ broadens when decreasing fdp does not explain
the sensitivity of the ITCZ intensity (Figure 3a). Greater tropical precipitation rates at lower fdp are due to
warmer tropical SSTs (Figure 3c) associated with increased surface latent heat fluxes (Figure 7d) and
atmospheric moisture (not shown); there are minimal changes in moisture export out of the tropics
(not shown). Decreasing fdp also increases the meridional SST gradient across the equatorial region
(Figure 3c), associated with a broader region of minimal precipitation (Figure 3a) and increased
equatorward eddy‐associated latent energy transport at low latitudes (not shown).

AEI0 is highly insensitive to fdp in interactive‐OET simulations (Figure 3b), indicative of a minimal sensitiv-
ity of low‐latitude AET. To understand this, budgets for the net‐downward TOA flux, AEI and OEI are cal-
culated (Figure 7). For OEI the sign is reversed (Figures 7g–7i) so that all energy fluxes are positive into the
atmosphere. As in atmosphere‐only prescribed‐SST simulations (Talib et al., 2018), latent heat fluxes and
cloudy‐sky radiative fluxes are most sensitive to fdp (Figures 7d and 7f). Decreasing fdp from 1.13 to 0.57
decreases equatorial cloudy‐sky AEI0 (Figure 7d) associated with the preference for off‐equatorial convec-
tion (Figure 3a). This decrease is offset by increased latent heat fluxes (Figure 7d) associated with warmer
SSTs (Figure 3c). Coupled simulations reveal that interactive SSTs limit the sensitivity of AEI0 to fdp.
However, even though coupling reduces the sensitivity of AEI0 to fdp, the net‐downward TOA energy flux
remains substantially sensitive to fdp (Figures 7a and 7c). The sensitivity of the net‐downward TOA

Figure 5. (a) Components of meridional divergence of atmospheric MSE flux and AEI (Wm−2) in C1.13. The solid black
line denotes meridional divergence of total MSE flux (∂y½cvh �); the red dashed line denotes meridional divergence of MSE

flux due to mean circulation (∂yð dv½ � h½ �Þ); the blue dashed line denotes meridional divergence of MSE flux due to eddies

( ∂y½cvh �−∂yð dv½ � h½ �Þ); and the solid green line denotes zonal‐mean, time‐mean AEI. [], and ^denote the zonally
averaged, time‐averaged, and vertically integrated value, respectively. (b) Components of meridional divergence of
ocean energy flux (Wm−2) and OEI (Wm−2) in C1.13. The solid black line denotes meridional divergence of total

energy flux and includes extratropical prescribed q flux and diffusion (∂y½dvho �); the red dashed line denotes meridional

divergence of ocean energy flux due to the mean Ekman‐driven circulation ( ∂yð½ dvek �½ho �Þ); the violet dashed line
denotes meridional divergence of ocean energy flux due to diffusion and extratropical prescribed q flux; and the solid
green line denotes zonal‐mean, time‐mean OEI. ho denotes the energy at each ocean grid point (CpT).
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energy flux is determined by changes in AEI and OEI. In coupled simulations, OEI is more sensitive than
AEI to fdp across the tropics (Figures 7d, 7f, 7g, and 7i) implying that OET changes play a role in the
reduced sensitivity of the ITCZ to fdp when coupling.

Coupled simulations in this study highlight a smaller sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing compared
to atmosphere‐only simulations in previous studies (Mobis & Stevens, 2012; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Talib
et al., 2018). However, it is difficult to conclude that coupling is primarily responsible for the reduced sensi-
tivity, as coupled simulations here have substantially different SST profiles to that prescribed in
atmosphere‐only simulations (Talib et al., 2018).

3.3. The Effect of Prescribing SST on the Sensitivity of the ITCZ to Convective Mixing

To explore the effect of atmosphere‐ocean coupling on the sensitivity of the ITCZ to fdp, nine 3‐year
prescribed‐SST aquaplanet simulations are performed (Table 2). The 3‐year length is consistent with the
atmosphere‐only simulations in Talib et al. (2018). The first 2 months of each simulation are discarded as
spin‐up; the remaining 2 years and 10 months are analyzed. The zonal‐mean, time‐mean SST profiles from
the interactive‐OET simulations are prescribed. These profiles are labeled “PS” (prescribed SST) followed by
the fdp value in the interactive‐OET simulation from which the prescribed SSTs are taken (Figure 3c). For
each prescribed SST profile (PS0.57, PS1.13, and PS1.70), three simulations are performed with fdp varied
to 0.57, 1.13, and 1.70 (Table 2), as in the interactive‐OET simulations (Table 1). Prescribing SSTs from
the coupled experiment with the same value of fdp simulates a similar meridional structure of precipitation
and AEI. For example, precipitation and AEI in F0.57PS0.57 (Figures 8a and 8b) are similar to C0.57

Figure 6. C0.57 minus C1.70 for (a) zonal‐mean evolution of the globally averaged net‐downward surface energy flux and its components (Wm−2). In (a) a 60‐day
running mean is shown. Vertical gray lines at 35 and 40 years indicate the end of the accelerated coupling and the analysis periods, respectively. The lines show
changes in clear‐sky radiation (red), cloudy‐sky radiation (blue), surface sensible heat flux (green), surface latent heat flux (orange), and the total of all
components (black). Panels (b) and (c) show zonal‐mean, time‐mean differences during the analysis period (final five years) in (b) cloud fraction (lines, 5%
intervals), downward SW cloud radiative flux (filled, W m−2); (c) cloud‐liquid (lines, 0.002 g kg−1) and cloud‐ice concentrations (filled, g kg−1). Dashed and
dotted contours represent negative and zero values, respectively.
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(Figures 3a and 3b). Similarities between coupled and prescribed‐SST simulations indicate that mean SSTs
are important in determining atmospheric conditions; transient SST variability plays a minimal role.

All nine prescribed‐SST simulations produce a double ITCZ with negligible equatorial precipitation
(Figures 8a, 8c, and 8e), negative AEI0 (Figures 8b, 8d, and 8f), and equatorial subsidence (not shown).
The ITCZ broadens as fdp decreases regardless of SST (Figures 8a, 8c, 8e, and 9c). Tropical free‐tropospheric
MSE is insensitive to fdp (not shown), hence reducing fdp decreases the boundary layerMSE required for deep
convection, strengthening convection over cooler SSTs and expanding the ITCZ poleward. Similar behavior
is seen for the Qobs SST profile (Talib et al., 2018).

Comparing interactive‐OET and PS1.13 simulations reveals that coupling decreases the sensitivity of the
ITCZ location and width to fdp (Figures 9 and 10a). For example, the poleward ITCZ shift is greater by
1.7° latitude between F1.70PS1.13 and F0.57PS1.13 compared to C1.70 and C0.57 (Figure 9d). The reduced
sensitivity of the ITCZ location when coupling is associated with a sensitivity of meridional SSTs to fdp.

Decreasing fdp in interactive‐OET simulations increases the meridional
SST gradient between the tropical SST maximum and approximately 15°
latitude (Figure 3c). This promotes convection further equatorward.
Assuming a minimal circulation sensitivity to fdp and that the SST profile
determines boundary layer MSE, an increased SST gradient increases the
gradient of boundary layer MSE, which restricts deep convection to a
smaller range of latitudes close to the equatorial maximum in MSE where
the minimum boundary layer MSE required for deep convection can be
surpassed. The reduced boundary layer MSE required for deep convection
at lower fdp (Mobis & Stevens, 2012; Talib et al., 2018), which promotes

Figure 7. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean of components of (a–c) net‐downward TOA flux (W m−2), (d–f) AEI (W m−2), and (g–i) −1 × OEI (W m−2). Panels in the
first and third columns show the changes between C0.57 and C1.13 and between C1.70 and C1.13, respectively. Panels in second column show C1.13.
The lines show clear‐sky radiation (red), cloudy‐sky radiation (blue), surface sensible heat flux (green), surface latent heat flux (orange), and the total of all
components (black).

Table 2
Prescribed‐SST Simulations Using Simulated Zonal‐Mean, Time‐Mean
SSTs From Interactive‐OET Simulations (Table 1)

Prescribed SSTs
PS0.57 PS1.13 PS1.70

0.57 F0.57PS0.57 F0.57PS1.13 F0.57PS1.70
fdp 1.13 F1.13PS0.57 F1.13PS1.13 F1.13PS1.70

1.70 F1.70PS0.57 F1.70PS1.13 F1.70PS1.70
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convection at higher latitudes, is offset by a stronger meridional SST gradient which restricts convection to
lower latitudes. Coupling also decreases the sensitivity of AEI and AET to fdp across the equatorial and ITCZ
region (≤10° latitude; Figures 10b and 10f ), associated with a weaker response of cloudy‐sky radiation and
latent heat fluxes (Figures 10d and 10e). However, it should it be noted that coupling increases the sensitivity
of the ITCZ intensity (Figure 9b) due to changes in mean tropical SST (section 3.2).

The sensitivity of the ITCZ location and width to fdp is similar in prescribed‐SST simulations regardless of
SST profile: decreasing fdp broadens and shifts the ITCZ poleward (Figures 8a, and 9c and 9e). However,
due to the close proximity of the ITCZ to the tropical SST maximum in PS0.57 simulations, the sensitivity
of the ITCZ intensity is greater in PS0.57 simulations compared to PS1.13 and PS1.70 simulations. In
PS0.57 simulations, the ITCZ is collocated with the SST maximum when fdp equals 1.13 and 1.70. As the
ITCZ cannot contract equatorward at higher fdp due to equatorial subsidence, the ITCZ intensifies by
approximately 5 mm day−1. The same ITCZ intensification in PS0.57 at higher fdp is seen on the equator
when using Qobs (Talib et al., 2018). In agreement with previous work (Bellon & Sobel, 2010; Hess
et al., 1993; Mobis & Stevens, 2012), we hypothesize that the ITCZ is simulated closer to the equator in
PS0.57 than PS1.13 and PS1.70 due to a larger meridional SST gradient across the deep tropics (±10° latitude)
in PS0.57 (not shown). When using PS0.57, the minimum boundary layer MSE required for deep convection
is achieved closer to the equator, resulting in a more equatorward ITCZ.

Our prescribed‐SST simulations illustrate two reasons why the AEI framework (Bischoff & Schneider, 2016)
should be used with caution to understand the tropical atmosphere. First, for some SST profiles increased,
less negative AEI0 is not associated with an equatorward contraction of the double ITCZ (Figure 8).
For example, decreasing fdp under PS0.57 increases AEI0 but shifts the ITCZ poleward. Increased AEI0 is
driven by increased latent heat fluxes (Figure 11) and a drier equatorial lower atmosphere. Second,
as in interactive‐OET simulations (section 3.1), equatorward AET at low latitudes is predominantly
achieved by eddies (not shown). Hence, it appears that the increased role of eddies in prescribed‐SST and
interactive‐OET simulations is associated with the equatorial SST minimum and double ITCZ
(Figures 8a, 8c, and 8e), as well as a local equatorial minimum in specific humidity (not shown). Changes
in MSE flux with fdp are also predominantly associated with eddies (not shown).

Figure 8. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean (a, c, and e) precipitation rates (solid lines, mm day−1) and prescribed SSTs
(gray dotted, °C), and (b, d, and f ) AEI (W m−2) in (a, b) PS0.57, (c, d) PS1.13, and (e, f ) PS1.70 simulations. Orange,
blue, and black lines denote fdp equals 0.57, 1.13, and 1.70, respectively.
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3.4. Sensitivity of the ITCZ to Convective Mixing With a Prescribed Ocean Energy Transport

Interactive OET reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ to hemispherically asymmetric forcing (Green &
Marshall, 2017; Hawcroft et al., 2017; Tomas et al., 2016). To explore the effect of interactive OET on the sen-
sitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing, coupled simulations with a prescribed Ekman‐driven q‐flux are
performed (“prescribed‐OET simulations,” Table 3.4). Prescribing OET disables the dynamic ocean response
while retaining thermodynamic atmosphere‐ocean interactions. The prescribed Ekman‐driven q‐flux is
added to the extratropical q flux (section 2.1). OET is prescribed in the ocean mixed layer at all latitudes
using the zonal‐mean, time‐mean temperature tendencies from the Ekman‐driven circulation in an
interactive‐OET simulation. Temperature tendencies from vertical mixing are also prescribed, decoupling
the two ocean layers and reducing the time to achieve equilibrium. Three prescribed‐OET (PQ) simulations
are initialized from the end of C1.13 with the prescribed Ekman‐driven q‐flux from C1.13, with fdp set to the
values used in interactive‐OET simulations: C0.57PQ1.13, C1.13PQ1.13, and C1.70PQ1.13 (Table 1). Ten
years of accelerated coupling are followed by 10 years of normal simulation, the final 5 years of which are
analysed. C1.13 and C1.13PQ1.13 have a similar mean state (comparing blue lines in Figures 3 and 12),
demonstrating that prescribing the time‐mean Ekman‐driven q flux does not substantially change the mean
tropical atmosphere. As OEI is sensitive to fdp (section 3.2), it is hypothesized that prescribing the
Ekman‐driven q flux will make AEI and the ITCZ more sensitive to fdp due to constrained OET and OEI.

Figure 9. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean (a, b) maximum precipitation rate (mm day−1), (c, d) latitude of Pcent, and (e, f) ITCZ
width (°) in (a, c, and e) prescribed‐SST simulations and (b, d, and e) when comparing different model configurations.
Pcent is the median of zonal‐mean precipitation between 0° and 20°N (Hwang & Frierson, 2010) while the ITCZ width is
the meridional distance between the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation and the local maximum in mass
meridional stream function (Byrne & Schneider, 2016a). Both diagnostics are interpolated to a 0.1° grid. Circles, stars and
triangles denote interactive‐OET, prescribed‐SST and prescribed‐OET simulations, respectively. Orange, blue and black
symbols denote simulations where fdp equals 0.57, 1.13 and 1.70, respectively. In (a), (c), and (e) the x axis corresponds to
the fdp value used in the coupled simulation in which the prescribed SSTs are taken from, while in (b), (d), and (f) the x
axis corresponds to the modeling configuration. In (b), (d), and (f) PS1.13 simulations are chosen to compare different
model configurations.
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As in interactive‐OET and prescribed‐SST simulations, all three prescribed‐OET simulations produce a dou-
ble ITCZ (Figure 12a), negative AEI0 (Figure 12b), equatorial subsidence (not shown), and an equatorward
AET at low latitudes. The prescribed Ekman‐driven q flux produces an equatorial SST minimum
(Figure 12c) associated with a equatorial minimum in boundary layer MSE and convection. As in
interactive‐OET simulations (section 3.2) latent energy transport associated with transient eddies dominates
equatorward AET at low latitudes, not the mean circulation (not shown)

Prescribing the Ekman‐driven OET constrains OEI at equilibrium (Figure 13). In both interactive and
prescribed‐OET simulations, decreasing fdp reduces the reflection of SW radiation by clouds (Figure 6)
and increases surface absorption of cloudy‐sky radiation (Figure 13g). In interactive‐OET simulations,
OET changes can partly compensate for changes in net‐downward surface radiation. However, in
prescribed‐OET simulations, other components of the net‐downward surface energy flux must respond to
these cloudy‐sky radiation changes. Latent heat fluxes play the dominant role and increase across the tropics
(Figures 13g and 10e). Comparing the sensitivity of energy budgets to fdp between interactive‐OET and
prescribed‐OET simulations (Figures 7 and 13) reveals that prescribing OET increases the sensitivity of
AEI to fdp equatorward of 10° (Figure 10f). For example, prescribed‐OET simulations show a stronger
decrease in AEI0 by 5W m−2 when decreasing fdp from 1.70 to 0.57 (Figure 10f). However, the sensitivity
of the ITCZ structure and components of AEI are much greater when prescribing SST compared to prescrib-
ing OET highlighting the importance of interactive atmosphere‐ocean interactions.

Prescribing OET increases the sensitivity of AEI to fdp (Figure 10f), suggesting that prescribing OET
increases the sensitivity of the ITCZ to fdp. However, the change in sensitivity depends on the chosen metric
(Figure 9). Prescribing OET does not affect the sensitivity of the ITCZ location and width (Figures 9d and 9f).

Figure 10. Differences in (a) precipitation (mm day−1), (b) total (black), atmospheric (yellow), and oceanic (blue) energy
transports (PW), (c) clear‐sky radiation AEI, (d) cloudy‐sky radiation AEI, (e) surface fluxes AEI (including surface and
latent heat fluxes) and (f) total AEI, when decreasing fdp from 1.70 to 0.57. Solid lines denote interactive‐OET
simulations, dotted lines denote prescribed‐SST simulations (PS1.13), and dashed lines denote prescribed‐OET
simulations. In (b) total energy transport change is only shown for coupled simulations. In (e) surface flux changes are
predominantly associated with latent heat fluxes.
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Decreasing fdpmay decrease AEI0 more in prescribed‐OET simulations, which requires a more equatorward
AET, but increased AET is predominantly achieved by eddies. Therefore, the ITCZ location does not change.
However, prescribing OET does increase the sensitivity of ITCZ intensity to fdp (Figure 9b). Greater increases
in tropical latent heat flux occurs in prescribed‐OET simulations than in interactive‐OET simulations when
decreasing fdp (Figure 10e), as increased surface absorption of cloudy‐sky radiation (Figure 13g) cannot be
offset by OET changes. Increased tropical latent heat fluxes are associated with an intensified ITCZ
(Figure 12). Prescribed‐OET simulations reveal that feedbacks via changes in OET affect the sensitivity of
the ITCZ to a change in an atmospheric process or feedback. As a result, we advise against using
prescribed‐OET simulations to understand the sensitivity of the ITCZ to an atmospheric process or feedback.

4. Discussion

MetUMGA6.0 coupled to an idealized two‐layer ocean model with an interactive Ekman‐driven OET simu-
lates a double ITCZ for all convective mixing rates used. Ekman‐driven oceanic upwelling reduces equatorial
SSTs and boundary layer MSE, promoting a double ITCZ (Codron, 2012; Pike, 1971). We hypothesize that a
double ITCZ and negative AEI0 would be simulated at any convective mixing rate in our coupled model con-
figuration, due to small upward equatorial surface heat fluxes associated with an equatorial SST minimum.
Coupling reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ location and width to convective mixing, as has been shown for
other atmospheric processes and forcings (Green & Marshall, 2017; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013; Tomas
et al., 2016).

Figure 11. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean AEI (W m−2) budgets in (a–c) PS0.57, (d–f) PS1.13, and (g–i) PS1.70 simulations. Panels in the first and third columns show
the changes between F0.57 and F1.13 and between F1.70 and F1.13, respectively. Panels in second column show F1.13 simulations. The lines show clear‐sky
radiation (red), cloudy‐sky radiation (blue), surface sensible heat flux (green), surface latent heat flux (orange), and the total of all components (black).
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While previous studies argue that OET changes reduce the sensitivity of the ITCZ to hemispherically asym-
metric forcing (Green & Marshall, 2017; Hawcroft et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2018; Kay et al., 2016; Tomas
et al., 2016), here the reduced sensitivity of the ITCZ to fdp when coupling is due to interactive SSTs.
Decreasing convective mixing increases the tropical‐mean SST and near‐equatorial meridional SST gradient,
while the sensitivity of OET to convective mixing is too small to substantially affect the sensitivity of the
ITCZ to convective mixing. In agreement with Mobis and Stevens (2012), increasing the meridional SST gra-
dient promotes convection at lower latitudes. Prescribed‐SST simulations in Talib et al. (2018) show that
decreasing mixing is associated with an ITCZ expansion due to a reduced minimum boundary layer MSE
required for deep convection. However, in coupled simulations, this effect is offset by the effect of meridional
SST gradient changes. The reduced sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing with coupling in Oueslati
and Bellon (2013), who used a full configuration of CNRM‐CM5, is consistent with this study. The effect
of atmosphere‐ocean coupling in Oueslati and Bellon (2013) may also be partly due to SST changes. While
atmosphere‐ocean coupling reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ location to convective mixing, the ITCZ stills
widens as mixing decreases. This is consistent with Hirota et al. (2011) who argue that CMIP3 models with
weak convective mixing have a double ITCZ bias with too much precipitation in subsidence regions. Our
coupled simulations reveal that sensitivities of the ITCZ to an atmospheric forcing or process derived from
atmosphere‐only simulations do not necessarily apply to coupled simulations and the real world.

As SST changes decrease the sensitivity of the ITCZ location and width when coupling, prescribing OET
does not affect the sensitivity of the ITCZ location. However, prescribing OET constrains the total OEI at
equilibrium. As a result, stronger latent heat fluxes at lower mixing rates are associated with an intensified

ITCZ. Hence, prescribing OET increases the sensitivity of the ITCZ inten-
sity to convective mixing. The difference between prescribed and
interactive‐OET simulations highlights that prescribed‐OET simulations
should be avoided to understand the sensitivity of the real‐world ITCZ
to modified atmospheric forcings or processes.

The AEI framework (Bischoff & Schneider, 2014, 2016; Kang et al., 2008)
breaks down when applied to simulations in this study. It cannot explain

Figure 12. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean tropical (a) precipitation (mm day−1), (b) AEI (W m−2), (c) SSTs (°C), and (d) zonal (solid) and meridional (dashed) wind
stresses (N m−2) in prescribed‐OET simulations (Table 3).

Table 3
Prescribed‐OET Coupled Simulations

Simulation fdp Ekman‐driven q flux

C0.57PQ1.13 0.57 Prescribed PQ1.13
C1.13PQ1.13 1.13 Prescribed PQ1.13
C1.70PQ1.13 1.70 Prescribed PQ1.13
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the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing in interactive‐OET simulations, nor the reduced sensitivity
when coupling. While all experiments show a double ITCZ and negative equatorial AEI, in agreement with
Bischoff and Schneider (2016), equatorward AET is achieved by transient eddies transporting latent energy,
not by the mean circulation. As the mean circulation plays a minimal role in equatorward AET, the AEI
framework is not useful to diagnose the ITCZ location. Table 4 presents the equatorial AEI, the location

of the precipitation centroid (Pcent) (Frierson & Hwang, 2012), and the
two energy flux equators (δ) (Bischoff & Schneider, 2016) in coupled,
PS1.13, and PQ1.13 simulations. δ is the latitude of zero meridional
MSE flux equals zero using a second‐order Taylor expansion of the
equatorial meridional MSE flux (Bischoff & Schneider, 2016). In PS1.13
simulations, decreasing mixing increases AEI0, typically associated
with an equatorward contraction of the double ITCZ (Bischoff &
Schneider, 2016). However, the ITCZ expands poleward with negligible
changes in the diagnosed energy flux equator (Table 4) due to changes
in transient eddies being primarily responsible for changes in AET. The
important contribution of atmospheric transient eddies to total AET and
to the ITCZ structure is consistent with previous studies (Byrne &
Schneider, 2016b; Xiang et al., 2018). Future work to understand the
double ITCZ bias in GCMs and real‐world ITCZ characteristics must
consider the AET by eddies. The AEI framework needs to be redefined
to include the contribution of AET by transient eddies.

Our conclusions may depend on the design of the two‐layer ocean model.
Prescribed‐SST simulations reveal that the sensitivity of the ITCZ to

Figure 13. Zonal‐mean, time‐mean components of (a–c) net‐downward TOA flux (W m−2) (d–f) AEI (W m−2), (g–i) −OEI (W m−2). Panels in the first and third
columns show the changes between C0.57PQ1.13 and C1.13PQ1.13 and between C1.70PQ1.13 and C1.13PQ1.13, respectively. Panels in second column show
simulated values in C1.13PQ1.13. The lines show clear‐sky radiation (red), cloudy‐sky radiation (blue), surface sensible heat flux (green), surface latent heat flux
(orange), and the total of all components (black).

Table 4

½AEI �0 (W m−2), Location of Pcent (°), and Approximate Energy Flux

Equator (δ, °) in Coupled, PS1.13 and PQ1.13 Simulations

Simulation

½AEI �0
(W m−2) Pcent (°)

Energy flux equator
(δ) location (°)

C0.57 −65.2 7.4 4.2/−4.2
C1.13 −65.7 6.9 4.3/−4.2
C1.70 −59.4 7.0 4.2/−4.4
F0.57PS1.13 −51.7 8.2 4.4/−4.1
F1.13PS1.13 −65.6 7.0 4.3/−4.3
F1.70PS1.13 −64.4 6.6 4.3/−4.0
C0.57PQ1.13 −73.6 7.4 4.3/−4.3
C1.13PQ1.13 −65.3 6.9 4.2/−4.3
C1.70PQ1.13 −62.1 7.2 4.3/−4.3

Note. Pcent is the median of zonal‐mean precipitation between 0° and 20°
N (Hwang & Frierson, 2010), while δ is computed using the zonal‐mean,
time‐mean cross‐equatorial atmospheric energy flux and equatorial AEI
following Bischoff and Schneider (2016).
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convective mixing depends on SSTs. Hence, changes in model design that affect SST may change the sensi-
tivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing, including: changes in the prescribed OET profile; introducing zonal
asymmetries in SST and surface fluxes; inserting landmasses; adding seasonally varying insolation; and
changing the specification of the near‐equatorial Coriolis parameter in the calculation of the Ekman velo-
city. Oueslati and Bellon (2013) show that the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing in CNRM‐CM5
varies zonally. Previous aquaplanet studies have also shown that introducing zonal SST asymmetries varies
the ITCZ zonal structure and intensity (Nakajima et al., 2013; Neale & Hoskins, 2001b). Following these stu-
dies, we hypothesize that zonal SST asymmetries will change the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mix-
ing. For example, when the ITCZ is collocated with the SSTmaximum, increasing fdpwill intensify the ITCZ.
However, if the ITCZ is poleward of the SSTmaximum, increasing fdpwill shift the ITCZ closer to the warm-
est SSTs. In the real world, zonal asymmetries in tropical SSTs affect the ITCZ and the influence of
Ekman‐driven upwelling on SSTs. For example, over the Pacific Ocean easterly trade winds develop SST gra-
dients between the West and East Pacific (Bjerknes, 1969). Zonal tropical SST variations change the tropical
rainfall structure (Dai, 2006), the influence of Ekman‐driven upwelling, and the sensitivity of tropical rain-
fall to atmospheric forcing and parameterization changes (Hawcroft et al., 2017; Oueslati & Bellon, 2013;
Tomas et al., 2016). GCM experiments in this study have also disregarded zonal and meridional surface tem-
perature asymmetries associated with land. Real‐world or idealized continental land and topography will
lead to asymmetries in surface properties and affect both the mean state and zonal variations of ITCZ char-
acteristics. Codron (2012) performed GCM experiments with idealized continental land, using an atmo-
spheric model coupled to a two‐layer ocean model that resolves the Ekman‐driven OET. Introducing land
led to zonal variations in ITCZ characteristics, including a dry equatorial belt across the Pacific Ocean
and increased precipitation on the western edge of continental land.

Understanding what controls ITCZ characteristics remains a fundamental question in climate science
(Bony et al., 2015) and has motivated several model intercomparison projects including prescribed‐SST
aquaplanet simulations in CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5; Voigt & Shaw, 2015)
and aquaplanet slab ocean simulations with a prescribed q flux in TRACMIP (Tropical Rain belts with an
Annual cycle and a Continent; Voigt et al., 2016). Alongside these studies, ETIN‐MIP (Extratropical‐
Tropical Interaction Model Intercomparison Project) uses state‐of‐the‐art coupled climate models to inves-
tigate model variability in the sensitivity of the ITCZ to variations in shortwave radiation forcing (Kang
et al., 2019). As interactive OET reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ to an atmospheric forcing or parameter-
ization (Green & Marshall, 2017; Tomas et al., 2016), an idealized model intercomparison project with an
interactive OET is planned (Kucharski et al., 2018), to investigate if an interactive OET changes the intermo-
del variability of the tropical circulation. Here, an interactive OET substantially reduces the sensitivity of the
ITCZ location to convective mixing. As variations in the representation of convection plays a key role in the
intermodel variability of tropical precipitation, we hypothesize that including an interactive OETwill reduce
intermodel variability. However, the effect of an interactive OET will depend on the ocean model design;
here, the model design favors a double ITCZ. If a single ITCZ were favored due to a weaker equatorial
SST minimum, then the ITCZ structure and location may have been more sensitive to convective mixing.
Further idealized experiments are required before commencing amodel intercomparison project in an aqua-
planet configuration with an interactive OET.

5. Conclusions

Previous studies have shown a substantial sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing in simulations with
prescribed SSTs. However, not only are prescribed SSTs energetically inconsistent, but several studies reveal
that coupling the atmosphere to an ocean model with an interactive ocean energy transport reduces the sen-
sitivity of the ITCZ to hemispherically asymmetric forcing. We developed an idealized coupled modeling fra-
mework to quantify the effect of coupling on the sensitivity of the ITCZ to convective mixing.

Coupling the atmosphere to an ocean model that resolves the Ekman‐driven ocean energy transport pro-
motes a double ITCZ. Ekman‐driven equatorial upwelling leads to an equatorial SST minimum and reduces
equatorial convection and boundary layer MSE. Previous studies have shown that a double ITCZ and nega-
tive equatorial atmospheric energy input are associated with equatorward energy transport at low latitudes
by the mean circulation. However in our coupled simulations this transport is minimal; equatorward
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atmospheric energy transport is accomplished by transient eddies transporting latent energy. The substan-
tial role of eddies is associated with the near‐equatorial meridional gradient in SSTs and specific humidity.
The mean circulation also does not affect equatorward atmospheric energy transport when changing con-
vective mixing. As a result, the AEI framework breaks down.

Atmosphere‐ocean coupling reduces the sensitivity of the ITCZ location to convective mixing. The reduced
sensitivity is predominantly associated with meridional SST profile changes; the sensitivity of ocean energy
transport to convective mixing is minimal. Decreased mixing increases the meridional SST gradient in the
deep tropics (10°N to 10°S latitude), which reduces off‐equatorial boundary layer MSE and restricts deep
convection to lower latitudes. This restriction of deep convection to near‐equatorial latitudes opposes the
promotion of off‐equatorial convection seen in prescribed‐SST simulations, which is associated with a
reducedminimum boundary layerMSE required for deep convection. The reduced ITCZ response to convec-
tive mixing in coupled simulations reveals the importance of SST feedbacks for ITCZ characteristics.
However, even though the sensitivity of the ocean energy transport to convective mixing is not responsible
for the sensitivity of the ITCZ location to mixing in coupled simulations in this study, prescribing the
ocean energy transport increases the sensitivity of the ITCZ intensity to convective mixing. Sensitivities of
the ITCZ to an atmospheric process or forcing derived from prescribed‐SST experiments may not apply to
atmosphere‐ocean coupled simulations or the real world.

Data Availability Statement

Data used in this publication are available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12879671 website.
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